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1. Inconsistency in AD/ AS analysis 

Although the Keynesian framework assigned unambiguously a central 
role to aggregate demand for determining output, it was grafted onto 
the Marshallian microfoundations of profit maximization in the 
General Themy (Keynes 1936, p. 5). This has led to continuing debate, 
specifically because it could be interpreted to imply that higher 
output is achieved only through a reduction in the real wage rate to 

induce profit-maximizing firms to produce more, Such an interpreta
tion gives prominence to the supply-side decisions by. the firms, and 
t~nds to shift the focus away from the central role played by aggregate 
demand in the determination of output in the Keynesian scheme. 

An interesting case, highlighting the problem, in this respect -is 
the aggregate demand/aggregate supply (AD/ AS) analysis. In many 
recent textbooks it is used to convey allegedly the basics of Keynesian 
analysis of aggregate demand in conjunction with the profit maximi
zation postulate as characterizing the aggregate supply side .(cf. Ban
mol and Blinder 1998, Mankiw 1998, Stiglitz 1997). It is now recog
nized widely that this construction suffers from logical inconsistency 
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as income to households. Consequently, households consume more 
out of their higher income through the consumption function to 
drive the multiplier mechanism, only when the firms offer more em
ployment to generate higher income for the households. As a result 
the supply response of the firms enters in an essential manner in gen
erating the demand for goods by the households to drive the multi
plier mechanism.' Since the construction of the AD curve entails this 
multiplier mechanism, it is a mistake to argue that at any given level 
of investment, the AD curve concerns exclusively the 'consumers' or 
households, but not the firms as 'suppliers', which appear only 
through the AS curve. The dichotomy between demand and supply, 
typical of partial equilibrium· analysis, breaks down in the case of the 
circular flow in the macroeconomy, because the income the house
holds receive depends on how much firms decide to supply.' 

The recognition of this logical inconsistency of the conventional 
AD/ AS analysis has attracted considerable attention (cf. inter alia 
Hall and Tread gold 1982, Rabin and Birch 1982, Fields and Hart 
1990, Perry 1991, Rao 1991, Allen and Stone 1993, Dalziel1993, Col
ander 1995 and 1997). It is not the aim of the present paper to discuss 
this literature in any detail; instead, in the rest of the paper we begin 
by analysing one prominent line of reasoning followed by several 
authors (Fields and Hart 1990, Colander 1995), viz. to abandon the 
converttional AD curve altogether and replace it by a construct which 
seeks to remedy the inconsistency. As we will show, this is achieved 
by assigning the central role to profit maximization on the supply 
side, while the role of effective demand in output determination is 
pushed to the background. Moreover, by studying the dynamic im
plications of this approach, and contrasting it to an alternative dy
namic interpretation which we believe to be more in line with origi
nal Keynesian ideas, we are able to highlight the contrasting roles as
signed to the real wage rate in the alternative interpretation of the 

2 

In other words, except for the initial impulse of a higher level of investment, 
all the successive rounds of the multiplier in the convergent geometric series are 
driven by higher expenditure out of higher incomes received by the households as 
wage, and by the firms as profits. Consequently, at each round of demand expansion 
it is being assumed that the firms are responding simply to that higher demand, with
out assigning any clear role to profit maximization. 3 

The idea that AD/ AS is just a scaled-up version of partial equilibrium demand 
and supply analysis is most transparent in the exposition of Baumel and Blinder (1998, pp. 519-20). 
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output and employment determination through the dynamic interac
tion between effective demand and profit maximization. 

2. Alternative dynamics of adjustment in output and price 

A group of authors mentioned above (Fields and Hart 1990, 
Colander 1995) propose a construct which shows the level of demand 
that would result at each price due to profit maximization by the 
firms. This could conveniently be called the 'derived aggregate de
mand' (DAD) curve, which emphasizes that aggregate demand is de
rived entirely from profit-maximizing output at each price (Bhaduri, 
Laski and Riese 1994). With a relatively weak Pigou or real-balance ef
fect this curve will be positively sloped, because it is derived from the 
profit-maximizing (positively sloped) AS curve in the (Y, P) plane, 
but steeper than the AS curve.' Figure 1 uses this device, where the 

"* \Vhile the details of this geometric constntction in an elementary textbook 
fashion are given in Bhaduri, Laski and Riese (1994 and 1995), the main reasoning can 
be restated briefly. In a closed economy without a government sector, the DAD curve 
is defined as: 

Y,,, (P)- l+ i':(P) + cY5 (P) (A) 
with J autonomous given real investment. Consumption in this formulation consists 
of two parts: 

- one proportional (with O<c< 1) to Y/P}, which is the output that maximizes 
profit at price level P for any given nominal wage rate; 

- the other part of consumption is related negatively to price via the Pigou effect. 
So long as the real-balance effect is relatively weak, Yd.:.:~ c.m be seen to be positive

ly sloped and less responsive than Y: to variations in the price level. From (A) 
dY,,, d i':(P) dY, 
dP dP +cdr" (B) 

so that dC(P)/dP as a relatively small (negative) term is do.minated by the positive 
term c(dYsldP} to make the derivative positive, while 0 <c< 1 ensures 

dY, dY,,, 
--->--->0 

dP dP 
or equivalently in terms of the customarily used inverse functions: 

dP dP 
--->--->0. 

dYd1J d~ 

p 
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AGGREGATE SUPPLy (AS) AND 
DERIVED AGGREGATE DEMAND (DAD) CURVES 
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described here heuristicall w eqmhbnum E,. The adjustment 
the multipl" Iy resembles only superficially the rounds of 

ter process. n contrast t h . . I 

:~~~~'erth:hpe~:cqesusanhtte.try ~djtd!St.mentb~s td;iv~~~g~7~ct~a~;~:~:: 
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price· changing according :o:::es:~:::~~-'coupled with the level of 

s See also footnote 2. Since the chan in . I l 
changing the real wage rate the g p pnce_ eve affects output adjustment by 

' argument ts constderably simplified by assuming a 
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The formal dynamics of this process ~>f adj~stment, in accor-
d "th the DAD model outlined above, m wh:ch output and emd 

al nee WI d . en by profit maximization at vanable real wage an 
p oyment are nv od t 
the price level is driven by excess demand for go s at constan 
money wage, can be represented as: 

X= f(L) 

__4h__ = a[pf' (L) - w] 
dt 

f'> o,f'<O (1) 

a > 0 (2) 

~ = bp[I- sf(L)], 1 > s > 0, b > 0 (3) 
dt 
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pnce eve ' w = E · (3) describes how 
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p . ds to excess demand for goods created by a discrepancy 
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ave~a~e (and marginal) ,ro~en:~J~s::es~;i' ~~~u~i~gso;en~~-:~~~::;j 
pos:tli:vbe. cons~antLs,p~eO P';,. * 0- to exist for this system (1) to (3), it 
eqm num- Le., r ' Tb . . 1 11 
. be shown by routine calculation that the eqm I num IS oca y 

can . ) 
stable (see Appendix, sectbwn 1 · b r e that a more faithful 

In contrast to the a ave system, we ~ JeV d 1 
. . f the Keynesian system reqmres excess deman to p ay tnterpretatton o . 
a direct role in driving output, J.e. 

dX 
dt 

= f' (L) ~ = a [I - sf(L)], a>O (4) 

f ll win most textbook expositions. However, this as· 
constant money wage rate, 0 0 g · 3 of the a pendix shows how the rela
sumption is not strictly neces~a@, and seCtlOll e rate and~he price level affects the ar
tive-adjustment between a vana e money :V~g <d. fl . ' 

h. h • one illusion' or 'unanuctpate m au on . . 

gum:n~;h:~~!s t~ nl~ framework
1 
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firms may .decide ~~~onlfouhputr~u::t~~~~~tg c~nnot be sold at this exp~cted price, 
exf!ectedd'pnce pdrevh.~ls sn.ew tpric~ governs price expectations for the next penod. 
pnce a JUSts an t 1 
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This alternative interpretation leaves no room for a DAD-type 
construction. However, the profit maximization condition may be 
satisfied in this competitive system by price adjusting to equate mar
ginal cost to marginal (and average) revenue, i.e. 

f3>0 (5) 

Again, assuming a non-trivial equilibrium to exist for the system (1), 
(4) and (5), routine calculation shows this equilibrium to be also 
locally stable (see Appendix, section 2). 

Although the assumption of profit maximization is maintained 
in both systems depicted by equations (1), (2) and (3), and alterna
tively by equations (1), (4) and (5), it implies very different economic 
causation in the two systems. In the neoclassical interpretation of 
Keynes, encapsulated in equations (1) to (3), profit maximization 
drives output adjustment (equation 2) through a reduction in the real 
wage rate which is assigned the role of causal variable. In contrast, in 
the alternative system, profit maximization is ensured through price 
adjustment in (5) by covering marginal cost, which increases due to 
decreasing returns to labour as output rises in response to higher ef
fective demand for goods in equation (4). In this sense, in the alterna
tive I\eynesian system of equations (1), (4) and (5), variation in the 
real wage is not a cause, but the consequence of output adjustment, 
despite the condition of profit maximization being satisfied. 

That the adjustment in the real wage rate emerges not as the cause, 
but as the consequence of output adjustment is of central importance for 
understanding and applying Keynesian theory.' The point can be high
lighted further by considering other rules of price adjustment which 
would all share the common characteristic as being broadly 'cost
determined' (Kalecki 1971), but leave room for output to be determined 
directly by aggregate demand. These rules may or may not entail precise 
profit maximization; instead, some may look upon profit seeking as a 
'satisficing' behaviour consistent with 'bounded rationality' (Simon 1979, 
Conlisk 1996). The essential point of the alternative Keynesian system is 

7 It may be recalled that in his debate with Pigou, Keynes repeatedly emphasized 
this distinction. Moreover, when faced with empirical data which did not show any 
systematic negative relation between the real wage rate and the level of economic ac· 
tivity, Keynes emphasized again the unimportance of the real wage rate as a causal 
factor for his theory of output determination through aggregate demand. 
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that all such rules of cost-based price adjustment, with or without precise 
profit maximization, have to be compatible v:ith, but secondary to the 
more fundamental principle of output de~ernuned by a~gregate ~em"?d 
(e.g. in equation 4). Thus, instead of equauon (?),the adjus~ment m pnce 
may be postulated to either cover av~ra~e vru:table cost w~th a constant 
mark-up m on it (equation Sa), or mamtam a ftxed proportional mark-up 
on marginal cost (equation Sb). 

dp [(l+m) wL 
dt ~ i3 f(L) 

!3 > 0 (Sa) 

dp [ (1+m)w J 
dt ~ i3 f' (L) - p ' 

j3>0 (sb) 

Again, routine calculations would show that equations (1) "?? \4) 
combined with either (Sa) or (Sb) yiel? loca~ly stable eqmhbna, 
provided such equilibria exist (see Appendtx, sectwn 2). 

· 3. Implications of the analysis 

A discussion focussing on the logical inconsistency that arises in the 
elementary textbook constrw;tion of th~ aggregate de_mand/ s~pply 
(AD/ AS) analysis also provtded us wnh a ~on_ven.tent. basts ~o 
demonstrate how the assumption of profit maXIm~zauon ts us.ed m 
the 'modern' neoclassical interpretation of Keynestan economtcs to 
underplay the role of aggregate ~emand i? d~ter~ning the level of 
output. If the assumption of proftt maxtmtzatwn ts to b_e used as the 
driving mechanism behind output adjustment (e.g. ~quation 2), ex~ess 
demand in the commodity market, caused b);' mvestm~nt-~avmgs 
disequilibrium, has to affect the price level (equ~tion 3~, V:h'c.h m turn 
affects output only indirectly thro~gh profit. m_axtmt;zauon .. The 
consequences of setting the Keynestan analysts m thts particular 
dynamic mode are twofold. First, it leaves little room for ag~regate 
demand to influence output, except indirectly through changmg t~e 
price signal (given money wage) receiv.ed by_ the firms; Second, 1t 
makes real wage rate the causal vanable m the adjustment of 

employment and output.' 

s Th · h"s (DAD) framework if we consider an arbitrary increase in aggre-
us,mt• ' r· · (" · hI gate demand without any change in the price-money con tgurauon I.e. gtven t e rea 
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To make room for output to be influenced directly by aggregate 
demand (equation 4), which we believe to be the central feature of 
Keynesian analysis, firms may be viewed as responding to various 
non-price signals like changes in the reported inventory levels or 
longer order books through adjustment in output. This implies mov
ing away from a framework in which variations of the price level 
provide the sole signal for adjustment in output. However, it can still 
be reconciled with a profit-maximizing equilibrium if an increase in 
aggregate demand makes not only individual firms' expected demand 
rise, but also induces them to produce more to capture this larger 
market .. The effects that individual firms' decisions have collectively 
on the price level and on the real wage rate depend on the assump
tions about the short period returns and the market forms. Under the 
assumption made both by Keynes in the General 7beory and in stan
dard neoclassical analysis, decreasing returns to labour in the short 
period (see equation 1), coupled with competitive market conditions 
(see equations 2 or 5), would necessarily entail higher marginal cost 
and price at a higher level of output, and in consequence a lower real 
wage rate. However, unlike in standard neoclassical theory, neither 
constant marginal cost nor even increasing returns seem incompatible 
with the Keynesian theory of demand-determined output, once the 
assumption of precise profit maximization is dispensed with. This also 
implies that the real wage is no longer the causal variable driving out
put, but an outcome of the adjustment in the price level in relation to 
marginal cost. This is almost certainly the causation Keynes himself 
had in mind in the General Theory.' And, it comes out more sharply 
in Kalecki 's formulation of the theory of effective demand (Kalecki 
1971), in which marginal cost remains constant for any given money 
wage rate over the relevant range, and price is set as a constant pro
portional mark-up on that constant marginal cost. Thus, any propor
tional change in price, associated with a corresponding proportional 
change in the money wage rate (and vice .versa), leaves the real wage 
rate unaffected. In this starkest formulation of the principle of aggre-

wage rate), firms would have no incentive in terms .. of profits to move from i-heir ini
tial profit-maximizing equilibrium. The neoclassical story of adjustment in output 
can only be told through a change in the price level in relation to the money wage 
rate. 

9 On this point, Keynes (1936, p. 270) writes, ·"the price level will only change 
in t4e short period to the extent that dmnges in the volume o(employment affect 
marginal prime cos(. 
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gate demand, the real wage rate, being a constant, plays no role in de
termining output, and precise profit maximization is dispensed with." 
However at a constant profit margin total profit increases with higher 
output produced in response to higher aggregate demand, which may 
be signalled by inventory change or longer order books. 

It must be insisted that the difference between the dynamic per
spectives implied in the two contrasting models (equations 1, 2 and 3 
versus equations 1, 4 and 5) is not merely or even primarily a matter 
of the correct textual interpretation of the Keynesian theory. Its rami
fications are wider, and permeate through several controversial areas 
of modern macroeconomics. To take only one important instance, all 
recent monetarist reinterpretations of the Phillips curve in its earlier 
or later versions (Friedman 1968, Phelps 1970, Tobin 1972, Barro 
1993, Lucas 1981) accept the real wage rate as the causal variable de
termining the level of employment." These reinterpretations and 
economic explanations may become open to question if the real wage 
rate is treated as the consequence, but not the cause of movements in 
output as suggested by the ·alternative Keynesian dynamic perspective 
advocated in this paper. 

10 With constant marginal (and average) labour productivity, f'(L) = k > 0 some 
arbitrary constant, equ.ltion (Sb) becomes 

~~ -P[ (1+:)w r} 
Consequently, an initial equilibrium pricC level p* is also defined entirely with re* 
spect to the given money wage·iate, W, at constant mark-up m, i.e. 

(1+m)w f d /d-o p,.~ .= , or p t - . 
k 

w k 
The implied real wage, * 11 ) , remains constant, so long as the mark-up m is 

p v + m 
constant, although price and money wage may change by the same percentage. 

11 In the earlier monetarist version,·ir is the real wage rate perceived by the firms 
that governs output adjustment through profit maximization, more or less in the 
manner described in this·paper. In the later mOnetarist version, it is the real wage rate 
perceived by the households that determines their labour supply decisions, blurring 
the distinction between •voluntary' and 'involuntary' unemployment. 
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APPENDIX 

Section 1 

Assuming an equilibrium to exist at (L* p'') the Jacobt'a f · 1 d · · f h ' ' n o parua enva-
llves o t e system (1) to (3), evaluated at equilibrium, yields 

which has trace 

and determinant 

-[ apf" af' J 1 '·'~ - b f' - ps 0 

T-apf"<O 

D - abps(f')1 > 0 
Hence, the system is locally stable. 

Section 2 

(1.1) 

{1.2) 

Again, assuming art equilibrium to exist at (L* p*) and eva! t' ']'b · h J b' . ' ' • ua mg at equt 1 -
num t e aco tan of parttal derivatives of the system (I), (4) and (5), we have 

[

-as 

],,,~ - _13Wf" 
. (f')' 

with trace T ~ - (as + 13) < o (2.1) 
and determinant D-a[3s>O (2.2) 
Hence, the system is locally stable. It can be checked b · ·1 · 1 1 · ·· h 1 Y Siffit ar routme ca-
cu allan t at, a though the relevant Jacobian is slightly different for the sys-
tems (1), {4), (Sa), and {I), (4), (5b), they have exactly the same trace and de
.termmant as (2.1) and (2.2) guaranteeing local stability. 

Section 3 

Fi7ally, it should be n~ted that all the relevant Jacobians in the text are cal
cu ate~ on. the assumption of a constant money wage rate, w = w. If this as
sump~wn ts r?l:"'ed to permit feedback from price to money wage, the local 
~tabthty con~ltt~ns ";ould ~e. modified accordingly. For instance, so long as 
mon.ey tlluswn or unantlctpated mflation' operates as a mechanism de-

pressmg the real wage rate, the system would be stable Form. 11 · 1 · 1 · h . · a y, on stmp e 
mampu allons, t e Jacobtan matrix of the system {!) to (3) 1 d · 
librium, would yield ' eva uate at eqm-
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